CHALLENGE TRAINEES TO
OPERATE IN LOW VISIBILITY

> MISTY BLINDMASK

Add the challenge of low
visibility to any training
scenario with the Misty
Blindmask.

From emergency evacuation 		
training for employees to hands-on
fire rescue training for firefighters,
Misty helps your trainees learn to
operate comfortably in smoke filled
conditions. With the handheld
controller, the instructor can vary
the visibility from perfectly clear
to near black-out conditions while
having a clear view of the training
exercise. Trainees learn to adapt and
stay calm in challenging emergency
situations.
The instructor unit and student
units are linked via wireless
communication. Using the
handheld instructor unit, the trainer
can determine and dynamically
adjust the level of visibility
experienced by the students. The
system includes six different radio
channels, allowing a maximum of six
groups (12 students) to train in the
same location.

Call +44 (0)1527 888 960 or visit our
website: www.haagen.com

> WWW.HAAGEN.COM

MISTY | SMART TOOLS FOR REAL TRAINING
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Low, Medium and High Visibility Settings
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Misty Mask Package
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Misty Mask in Action
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FEATURES
How the Misty Blindmask Works
Each Misty Mask has a built-in film that can be
varied from clear to completely opaque. With the
instructor unit, the desired visibility is selected
for each mask. A wireless signal is then sent to
the student unit and the mask visibility is
instantly changed. The instructor controller
displays the visibility for each mask allowing the
trainer to keep a clear view on the scenario.
Versatile
> Misty is designed to fit directly over SCBA
masks or can be worn without a mask.
> Train with “smoke conditions” in areas where
use of a smoke machine or live fire isn’t
possible.
> Set the visibility of each mask manually or
select automatic mode, which constantly varies
the visibility.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Realistic
> Teach trainees to stay-low for better visibility by
varying the smoke settings.
> Reduced visibility settings don’t only limit the
amount of light to pass through, but closely
simulate heavy smoke conditions.
Safe (Instant Off )
> Trainees can clear the mask at any time with an
emergency stop button. After an emergencystop, the unit alarms and sends an alert to the
instructor’s controller.
> The instructor can clear all masks at any time
with the “all clear” button.
Misty Blindmask Package
The Misty package includes the instructor’s
control unit, two Misty Blindmasks, a charger for
the built-in rechargeable batteries and a rugged
transport case with custom foam cutouts for all
components.

Evacuation Training
> Train employees to find exits, practice
emergency action plans in a smoke filled
environment.
> Combine Misty with FS box, flame projector,
or other incident simulation products to
create enhanced training scenarios.
Initial fire response training
Quickly create initial fire response scenarios
by combining Misty with HAAGEN’s incident
simulation props.
SCBA training
Challenge trainees to operate in low to zero
visibility conditions without limiting the
instructor’s ability to observe the training
session.

Find out why
Thousands of organisations, universities, hospitals, fire
departments and government agencies are using
HAAGEN simulators. For a demonstration video and more
information: call +44 (0)1527 888 960, online at 		
www.haagen.com
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